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ROBERT GRAYSON AND ANDREW HARRIS APPLY
RICH TEXTURE AND AN ARTFUL AESTHETIC IN
THEIR CONVERSION OF A 3,500-SQUARE-FOOT MODEL
CONDO INTO A LUXURIOUS BUT LIVABLE HOME AT
THE RESIDENCES AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, ATLANTA
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above Atlanta designers Robert
Grayson and Andrew Harris of
GraysonHarris, ASID, conceived
an artful, contemporary model
residence for The Residences at
Mandarin Oriental, Atlanta. left
The formal living room speaks to
the ﬁrm’s sophisticated design
approach with sculptural lighting,
custom nickel club chairs by Bjork
Studio and a hoop-back chair
from Century Furniture. Harris
describes the look of the plush
rugs as “cookies and cream.” In
lieu of rows of tomes, the duo
installed framed studies by Atlanta
artist Todd Alexander on a niche
of built-in bookshelves. Patinated
brass-and-smoked-glass coffee
table, Bernhardt. Custom desk,
Beau Holland Studio. The ikat accent pillow fabric is Elitis, available
through Donghia.
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WHEN ATLANTA HOMES & LIFESTYLES launched a major design
competition this past spring—a collaboration with the Georgia
Chapter of ASID and iStar Residential—the response was unprecedented. The concept called for creating a three-bedroom model
residence for a couple who loved to travel and collect ﬁ ne art. But,
given the location—the artsy and contemporary Residences at the
Mandarin Oriental, Atlanta—it also had to have an edge.
Robert Grayson of GraysonHarris received notice of the contest
via ASID, in a mass email like any other. But this one stood out, and
he immediately forwarded it to business partner Andrew Harris with
the unequivocal statement: “I want this.” It was all this pair needed
to set their imaginations in motion. “When we were pulling our presentation together, there was no question in my mind that we would
win,” reveals Harris, with a touch of humble hesitation. “I can’t
explain it; I just got this feeling that we had ﬁgured this space out.”
His intuition proved right. When the juried panel narrowed the
entries down to three stellar submissions, readers submitted a startling 15,000 votes, ultimately naming GraysonHarris the winner.
Essential to the duo’s design scheme: the interior architecture by
Harrison Design Associates, which marked the ﬁ rst in a series of new
ﬂoor plans designed by the highly acclaimed ﬁ rm for the Mandarin
Oriental, following its transition from the Mansion on Peachtree.
As modern studio director Robert Trestch explains, his team played
up the angles of the unusual, octagonal architecture of Robert A.M.
Stern, developing a layout hallmarked by interesting twists and turns.
“It was important to us to embrace this architecture, to support
it and enhance it,” says Grayson. Playing off the existing light black
ﬂoors and warm gray surfaces, the pair delivered a scheme that spoke
to a single overarching theme: Life is art. Going above and beyond
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the obvious—collector-worthy pieces by such talents as Joseph Guay
and Aaron Whitehouse—the designers selected sculptural lighting,
textures and patterns interesting enough to make visitors stop and
stare as if the space were a canvas on a gallery wall.
In the combination living-dining area, the pair shook up the ﬂoor
plan, turning a designated dining space on one end into a convivial
keeping room, then placing a contemporary table by Skylar Morgan
in the center. An inset elliptical ceiling detail speciﬁed by Harrison
Design Associates runs the length of the rectilinear room, softening
the room’s sharp angles. GraysonHarris mimicked its shape with a
sensually curving sofa on one end and an integrated custom desk by
Beau Holland Studio on the other. Taking center stage in the living
area: a deceptively simple ﬁ replace created with a monolithic slab of
book-matched Calcatta gold marble, negating the need for art.
Pops of color appear in every bedroom—one guest space bears a
splash of amethyst; another, juicy citron. The master takes a sunnier
approach, with lemon yellow pillows and equally engaging rugs. Just
one room over, an oversize rubber ducky injects fun into the angled
master bath, as does Jonathan Adler’s brass Maxime chair, recovered
in nubby Persian pony hair by Bjork Studio. In fact, nearly every
piece of upholstery in the residence—dozens of headboards, chairs,
barstools and more—was crafted locally by the lauded workroom.
Very new for the studio was the extensive metalwork involved, which
GraysonHarris insisted upon for an extra shot of gleam. And in the
end, it offered just the haute couture effect the ﬁ rm was after.
“This is the level of sophistication that iStar Residential said they
wanted, and this is the level of sophistication we always want to give
our clients,” Harris explains. “We didn’t want this to be a model; we
wanted it to be a home.” SEE RESOURCES, BACK OF BOOK.
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clockwise, from top right The
kitchen was a collaborative effort
between Harrison Design Associates, GraysonHarris and Bell
Kitchen & Bath Studio; together,
they produced elegant and contemporary results. The waterfall
detail of the eggshell Caesarstone
countertops lends the room a
sleek effect, while the Safari Brown
mosaic backsplash tile from Porcelanosa adds interest. Smoked
chrome pendants from Illuminations. The wet bar, adjacent to the
living/dining space, is enhanced by
serpentine chrome pendants from
Illuminations. Custom nickel-back
bar stools by Bjork Studio. The
custom sofa in the keeping room
was intentionally curved to match
the inset ceiling—an architectural detail that softens the room’s
strong angles. All upholstery is
custom by Bjork Studio. opposite
The ﬂoor plan for Unit 45B, by Harrison Design Associates, includes
sharp angles punctuated by round
vestibules and rotund ceilings.
Each space speaks to—and ultimately enhances—the octagonal
structure of the exterior designed
by architect Robert A.M. Stern.
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UNOBSTRUC TE D LUXURY THOUGH ATLANTA-BASED ARCHITECTURE FIRM HARRISON DESIGN ASSOCIATES HAS
BEEN INVOLVED WITH THIS PROPERTY SINCE IT OPENED IN 2008, THE FIRM EMPLOYED A COMPLETELY FRESH APPROACH
FOR ITS TRANSITION TO NEW OWNERSHIP AND BRANDING. ONE YEAR AGO, AFTER BEING TAPPED TO DEVELOP NEW LAYOUTS FOR ISTAR RESIDENTIAL, OWNERS OF THE RESIDENCES AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, ATLANTA, THE FIRM SET OUT TO
CREATE MORE FLUID MOVEMENT THROUGHOUT EACH UNIT. “THIS WAS A CHALLENGE GIVEN THE ELONGATED, OCTAGONAL
SHAPE OF THE BUILDING,” NOTES MODERN STUDIO DIRECTOR ROBERT TRETSCH. TO COMBAT THE UNUSUAL ANGLES IN
THE LIVING/DINING SPACE, THE FIRM CREATED AN OVAL CEILING—A SHAPE ALSO REFERENCED IN THE GEOMETRY OF THE
MASTER BATH AND THE ROUND VESTIBULES THROUGHOUT THE RESIDENCE, WHICH HELP ELIMINATE SHARP, 90-DEGREE
ANGLES IN ITS CORRIDORS AND ADD DRAMA VIA COVED LIGHTING EFFECTS. IN ADDITION, THE SINK IN THE CENTRALLY LOCATED, COOK’S-QUALITY KITCHEN WAS PLACED ON A PERFECT AXIS AND COMPLIMENTED BY TRANSPARENT GLASS CABINETRY, PROVIDING AN UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW OF THE PEACHTREE ROAD SKYLINE THROUGH THE LIVING ROOM WINDOWS.
ANOTHER ESSENTIAL ELEMENT TO THE THREE-BEDROOM CONDO: THE MASTER SUITE, WHICH “HAS A CERTAIN GRANDEUR,
A GENEROSITY ESSENTIAL FOR THIS LEVEL OF SALE,” EXPLAINS TRETSCH. “THE HIS-AND-HERS CLOSETS ARE ALSO AMPLE,
AND WE ENVISIONED THE MASTER BATH AS A SPA-LIKE RETREAT. THE TUB IS ON A PLATFORM, AND IF YOU LIE IN THAT TUB
WITH YOUR HEAD ON ONE END, YOU GET A WONDERFUL VIEW OF STONE MOUNTAIN.”
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clockwise, from top left The master
bedroom features a custom headboard by Bjork Studio and throw
pillows fabricated from a Maxwell
Fabrics stripe. The chandelier is
by Cyan Design. The master bath
vanity reveals the light hand of
Harrison Design Associates’ modern studio. Sconces by Ironware
International at Ernest Gaspard &
Associates.Off set from the master
bed alcove, the master sitting
room offers a soft spot to land.
The Belgian-inspired seating is
the work of Bjork Studio, accented
by ﬂame-stitch pillows made from
Maxwell Fabrics, ﬂuted brass side
tables from Emporium Home,
original resin artwork by Aaron
Whitehouse and lacquered ﬂoor
lamps from Arteriors.
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clockwise, from left Capitalizing on
views of the Atlanta skyline, the
master bath boasts an elliptical tub
on a marble platform that points
toward Buckhead. The room’s hard
surfaces are softened by simple
curtain panels and a curious vanity
chair covered in Persian pony hair.
The Moroccan-inspired gold leaf
ceiling ﬁ xture is by Cyan Design.
The basket-weave Silver Wood
ﬂoor tiles are by Porcelanosa. A
guest bedroom takes a dramatic
turn, with splashes of chartreuse
and abstract palm frond art on
aluminum by Joseph Guay. The
stools holding court in front of
the bed are by Kravet, while
the curvaceous headboard and
Scandinavian-inspired chaise were
custom-crafted by Bjork Studio. A

custom chaise in a sunny Fabricut
rayon pile counteracts the blackand-white drama, while an abstract
expressionist diptych canvas by
Georgia State University student
Thom Chapman gives a boost
to an otherwise ordinary closet.
Mounted insects by Christopher
Marley Pharmacy ﬂoor lamp, AllModern. Jewel stool by Emissary.

Publisher’s Note: For more
information on this model
home, which is currently
available for sale at The
Residences at Mandarin
Oriental, Atlanta, call
(404) 995-7580 or visit
moresidencesatlanta.com.
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